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Abstract — The purpose of this research is to identify and 

implement mouse features, which can be used as part of a user 

biometric authentication system.  This paper explores mouse 

features that can be obtained from different user actions in a 

computer, expanding the context from earlier works on Mouse 

Biometric that focused on fixed patterns. The mouse features 

were classified in six different categories, and each category was 

further explored. A total of 217 features were defined and 

implemented to analyze user traits. A system was developed to 

extract information generated by Pace Data Capture system 

(online), and generates a CSV file-containing mouse features 

obtained from these data. Results can be used as inputs to a data 

authentication system (classifier) and this will form a strong 

biometric system. 

 
Index Terms — Mouse Biometric, User Authentication, Mouse 

Trajectory, Mouse Click, Mouse wheel spin, Extractor 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

omputers are available to virtually everyone, and new 

technologies are being developed to allow people to 

access their computers from anywhere. Gaming 

companies are making it easier for people to play their games 

from any system in any location. Cloud systems are being 

developed to allow people to use their data in any device. 

Many companies are investing in globally dispersed teams, 

having people in different locations working on the same 

project.  As technologies improve to allow easy access to data 

from anywhere, it becomes more important to authenticate 

users and protect sensitive information.  

There are multiple ways to authenticate a user. It can be 

based on user knowledge (e.g., access password, PIN code), 

something the user owns (e.g., access tokens, ID badges, PC 

cards) or something the user is (e.g., fingerprint, palm print). 

The problem is that these authentication methods are only 

performed once at the beginning of a session during sign on 

[3, 8], and don’t account for vulnerabilities that may occur 

afterwards. Someone for instance can get access to the user 

password, or the user may leave the machine unattended and 

unblocked. Therefore it is important to have a system that can 

authenticate a user at any moment during a session. By 

monitoring the actions performed on a computer it’s possible 

to identify user behavior, and use this information to 

continually authenticate during the session.  

Biometric systems use characteristics or traits of a person to 

authenticate the user [5, 6].  Most of the common biometrics – 

fingerprint, iris, face, signature – require additional hardware 

integration with the user’s computer, typically resulting in 

higher system cost [6].  However, biometrics based on mouse 

movement [1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13] and keystrokes [2, 12] are less 

expensive and minimally intrusive because they only require a 

keyboard and mouse device.  

This research focuses on authentication based on the mouse 

movement biometric.  In general terms, mouse movements 

vary from one user to another.  For example individual users 

may exhibit specific or unique behavior with mouse clicks and 

movements with various applications. Therefore by recording 

mouse trajectories, direction, clicks and activity time, we can 

possibly capture unique patterns that can be used to 

distinguish one user from another.  

2. RELATED WORK 

Current researches in the area of mouse biometrics include 

different approaches to obtaining data.  These include using 

grid systems with pre-defined buttons that subjects would 

need to click [1, 13], moving the mouse to follow a sequence 

of dots presented on a screen with feature extraction occurring 

from multiple iterations [6, 7], and capturing mouse 

movements when users play specific video games like 

Solitaire and StarCraft [9].  All these examples revolve around 

using specific applications or software to capture mouse 

movements. Additionally the feature extraction and 

authentication process is restricted to basic trajectory 

information like size, length, time, velocity and acceleration.  

These earlier studies have been based on fixed patterns with 

data acquisition occurring on system-controlled actions 

performed by the user [1, 6, 7, 13]. The drawback of such 

systems is that the user cannot make natural mouse 

movements at his or her convenience.  

This paper will explore mouse biometrics typical of a user 

using a computer. No special hardware is used. The software 

that captures natural mouse movements runs in the 

background without interfering with the user experience. This 

should allow observation of mouse actions that occur in a 

natural unpredictable manner. Feature extraction is not limited 

to trajectories, but includes more generic actions such as 
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mouse clicks, wheel spins, drag and drop movements, and 

highlighting text behavior. We hope these effects lead to a 

strong mouse biometric system. 

3. BIOMETRIC FEATURE MEASUREMENTS 

All commonly used graphical user interfaces, like operating 

systems, make use of mouse movements. Using mouse 

movement biometrics to characterize an individual user may 

be unique enough to identify him or her.  A number of mouse 

related feature measurements can be obtained to characterize 

the user and these features can then be employed to create 

profiles that are stored for later comparison.   

In the proposed mouse movement biometric system, the 

features are divided into the following categories: Mouse 

Trajectory, Mouse Click, Mouse wheel spin or scroll, 

Applications accessed, Mouse activity time. 

Mouse trajectories can arise from the following actions: 

 

a. System wake up – the mouse is moved or giggled to 

wake up the operating system (no mouse clicks at 

either end of the trajectory) 

b. Move and click – the mouse is moved to a location on 

the screen to perform an action such as clicking on an 

object, etc.  The trajectory begins without a mouse 

event and ends in a mouse click. 

c. Highlight – a section of text or an object is highlighted.  

This action begins with a left mouse click/hold to begin 

the highlighting and ends with the mouse release.  

d. Drag and drop – an object is dragged and dropped.  

This action begins with a left mouse click/hold and 

ends with the mouse release. 

Note that sometimes these actions occur in combinations.  

For example, to highlight a piece of text in a text editor, the 

usual sequence is move and click followed by highlight, and 

the same click that ends the move begins the highlight.  A 

sequence to move a piece of text (e.g., in Microsoft Word) 

could consist of move and click to locate the text, highlight to 

highlight the text, keying CTRL-x to cut the highlighted text, a 

move and click to locate the insertion point, and a CTRL-v to 

insert the text. 

We believe the trajectories produced by most of these 

mouse actions will manifest different characteristic properties 

even within the same individual, and this belief can be tested 

as a hypothesis in this or future studies.  In particular, the 

system wake up action is very likely to produce individually 

characteristic trajectories within most individuals that are 

different from the other mouse trajectory-producing actions 

and important to handle separately.  Also, the highlight and 

drag and drop trajectory actions are likely to be different from 

the move and click action because greater care in producing 

the trajectory is likely required when the mouse button is held 

down.  The highlight and drag and drop trajectory actions (c 

and d), however, are rather similar and will be handled as 

similar actions in this study. 

The next section describes the basic mouse trajectory 

features that are used to characterize all mouse trajectories.  

The section after the next will list the mouse trajectory 

features employed in the biometric system. 

 

3.1. Mouse Trajectory Basic Features 

The following basic trajectory features are described in this 

section.  A minimum of four coordinate points (including 

the start and end points) are required to qualify as a trajectory 

in computing these basic feature measurements, and 

trajectories with fewer points are not considered.  

 

1. Number of trajectory points 

The number of trajectory points (size of the trajectory) is 

the total number of points or x-y coordinates in the curve.  

 

Number of trajectory points = 

 

Note that if the sampling rate of the x-y coordinate pairs is 

periodic, this measure is proportional to the total time (see 

next basic feature) since the number of points multiplied by 

the time per point equals the total time, and this measure 

would be redundant and unnecessary.  However, there are 

several reasons why this measure might not be redundant.  For 

example, the time stamp differences between successive 

points might not be identical indicating either that the 

sampling rate is not periodic or that the time difference 

measurements are not precise. Also, the sampling rate could 

differ depending on the screen resolution or on the computer 

manufacturer or operating system. 

 

2. Time of the trajectory 

The time of the trajectory is the total time taken to complete 

the trajectory from start to end point. This is the difference in 

the timestamp obtained at the start x-y coordinate and the 

timestamp obtained at the end x-y coordinate of the curve.  
 

Time of trajectory t = tend - tstart 
 

3. Point-to-point distance in the trajectory 

From point i-1 to point i, the point-to-point distance in the 

trajectory is: 
 

(xi - xi-1)
2 + (yi - yi-1)

2
 

  

4. Length of the trajectory 

The length of the trajectory is a sum of all the point-to-point 

distances in the trajectory.  For n coordinates this is: 
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5. Point-to-point velocity in the trajectory 

The point-to-point velocity in the trajectory is the point-to-

point distance divided by the point-to-point time difference: 
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where (xi,yi) is the current coordinate point and (xi-1,yi-1) is the 

previous coordinate point. 
  

6. Point-to-point acceleration in the trajectory 
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The point-to-point acceleration in the trajectory is the 

difference in point-to-point velocities divided by the time 

difference.  

ia  = 
2/)( 2
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7. Point-to-point direction angle change 

This measurement uses the point-to-point direction angle 

(slope m) in the trajectory, that is  
 

im  = 

1
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For example, going from point (0, 0) to point (1, 1) yields a 

direction angle (slope) of 45 degrees. 

Then, the point-to-point direction angle change within the 

trajectory is the angle change of the direction vectors from one 

point to the next, which is 
   

1 ii mm  
 

For example, if the direction angle (slope) between two points 

is 60 degrees and the direction angle (slope) between the next 

two points is 45 degrees, then the direction angle change (from 

one slope to the next) is -15 degrees (45-60).  A positive 

direction angle change (slope change) indicates a 

counterclockwise directional change and a negative direction 

angle change indicates a clockwise directional change. 

Care must be taken in calculating the direction angle change 

because the direction angle wraps at 0=360 degrees.  Thus, a 

direction angle change from 350 degrees to 10 degrees which 

computes to -340 (10-350) degrees is really 20 (10-(350-360)) 

degrees.  The absolute value of the direction angle change can 

never be greater than 180 degrees. 
 

8. Number of inflection points in the trajectory 

The number of inflection points in the trajectory is the 

number of changes between curvatures (clockwise to 

counterclockwise or vice versa).  For example, a typical 

drawing of the letter O, either clockwise or counterclockwise, 

would have no inflection points, whereas a typical drawing of 

the letter S would have one (from counterclockwise to 

clockwise). 
 

9. Curviness of the trajectory 

The curviness of the trajectory is the length of the trajectory 

divided by the distance between the first and last points.  

However, to avoid division by zero if the curve ends where it 

starts (like in drawing an O), the divisor is limited to a small 

number, say 1/40 of a typical screen width.  

 

3.2. Session-Level Mouse Trajectory Features 

The basic features described above can be calculated within 

any mouse trajectory. In a user sample, however, there can be 

many trajectories and the following session-level biometric 

features are derived from the basic ones.   

 
1. From the number of trajectory points over all trajectories in a 

sample: mean (average), median, minimum, maximum, standard 

deviation 

2. From the time of the trajectory over all trajectories in a 

sample: mean (average), median, minimum, maximum, standard 

deviation 

3. From the point-to-point distance over all trajectories in a 

sample: mean (average), median, minimum, maximum, standard 

deviation 

4. From the length of the trajectory over all trajectories in a 

sample: mean (average), median, minimum, maximum, standard 

deviation 

5. From the point-to-point velocities over all trajectories in a 

sample: mean (average), median, minimum, maximum, standard 

deviation 

6. From the point-to-point accelerations over all trajectories in a 

sample: mean (average), median, minimum, maximum, standard 

deviation 

7. From the point-to-point direction angle changes over all 

trajectories in a sample: mean (average), median, minimum, 

maximum, standard deviation 

8. From the number of inflection points over all trajectories in a 

sample: mean (average), median, minimum, maximum, standard 

deviation 

9. From the curviness of the trajectory over all trajectories in a 

sample: mean (average), median, minimum, maximum, standard 

deviation 

 

The above 45 features are computed from the session-level 

mouse trajectories within each of the three mouse action types 

that produce trajectories – wake up; move and click; and 

highlight and drag and drop combined. – Resulting in 135 

statistical mouse trajectory features. 

Note that in the computation of the above features (and also 

many of those below), care must be taken to avoid division by 

zero.  For example, if there are no wake-up actions, the move-

and-click trajectory features are substituted for the wake up 

ones. 

Note also that additional features could be added in a future 

study.  For example, if average point-to-point distances are 

computed within each trajectory, then we could have the 

average, median, minimum, and maximum of these averages 

computed as corresponding global session features, and 

similarly for the velocities, accelerations, and angle changes. 

The following three session trajectory ratio features are also 

obtained for a total of 138 mouse trajectory features.  
 

1. 

actionstrajectoryofnumbertotal

actionsupwakeofnumber

    

   
 

 

2. 

actionstrajectoryofnumbertotal

actionsclickandmoveofnumber

    

   
 

 

3. 
actionstrajectoryofnumbertotal

actionsdropanddragandhighlightofnumber

    

     
 

 

There are  

 

3.3. Mouse Click Features 

A mouse click occurs whenever a user presses and releases 

a mouse button. There are five types of mouse click events: 

left click, right click, double click, highlight, and drag and 
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drop.  As was done earlier with the trajectories, the highlight 

and drag-and-drop events are combined, and are referred here 

as drag-and-drop events. 
 

Because the default click time in Microsoft Windows 

ranges from 200ms to 900ms, this implementation assumes 

that any time duration less than 500ms between two clicks 

qualifies as a double click. 

The session-level mouse click features obtained are ratios, 

averages per minute, and click duration (dwell time) and 

transition times.  Mouse click duration (dwell time) is the time 

interval between a press and release of the click. For a double 

click event the transition time between the release of first click 

and the press of the second click is obtained.  The following 

29 features were implemented: 
 

1. Ratio of left clicks to the total number of mouse clicks 

2. Ratio of right clicks to the total number of mouse clicks  

3. Ratio of double clicks to the total number of mouse clicks  

4. Ratio of drag-and-drop clicks to total number of clicks 

5. Average number of mouse clicks per minute 

6. Average number of left clicks per minute 

7. Average number of right clicks per minute 

8. Average number of double clicks per minute 

9. Average number of drag-and-drop clicks per minute 

10. Mean dwell time of all left or right mouse clicks 

11. Median dwell time of all left or right mouse clicks 

12. Minimum dwell time of all left or right mouse clicks 

13. Maximum dwell time of all left or right mouse clicks 

14. Mean dwell time of all left mouse clicks 

15. Median dwell time of all left mouse clicks 

16. Minimum dwell time of all left mouse clicks 

17. Maximum dwell time of all left mouse clicks 

18. Mean dwell time of all right mouse clicks 

19. Median dwell time of all right mouse clicks 

20. Minimum dwell time of all right mouse clicks 

21. Maximum dwell time of all right mouse clicks 

22. Mean transition time of all double clicks 

23. Median transition time of all double clicks 

24. Minimum transition time of all double clicks 

25. Maximum transition time of all double clicks 

26. Mean transition time of all drag-and-drop clicks 

27. Median transition time of all drag-and-drop clicks 

28. Minimum transition time of all drag-and-drop clicks 

29. Maximum transition time of all drag-and-drop clicks 

 

3.4. Mouse Wheel Spin/ Scroll Features 

Mouse wheel spin or scroll is another event for which 

features are extracted.  A wheel spin can occur in two ways – 

scroll up event or scroll down event. 

A scroll up event is assumed when the result of the mouse 

wheel spin event is positive. For example there’s a wheel spin 

event where there are five scrolls up and two scrolls down. 

The resultant movement is three scrolls up which is positive 

and considered a scroll up event. 

A scroll down event is assumed when the result of the 

mouse wheel spin event is negative. For example there’s a 

wheel spin event where there are two scroll up and six scroll 

downs. The resultant movement is four scrolls down which is 

negative and considered a scroll down event. 

The following 40 features are extracted from a sample: 

 
1. Ratio of scroll up to total number of wheel events 

2. Ratio of scroll down to total number of wheel events 

3. Ratio of time spent in wheel events to the total sample session 

time 

4. Mean duration in seconds for a wheel spin event 

5. Median duration in seconds for a wheel spin event 

6. Minimum duration in seconds for a wheel spin event 

7. Maximum duration in seconds for a wheel spin event 

8. Mean duration in seconds for a scroll up event 

9. Median duration in seconds for a scroll up event 

10. Minimum duration in seconds for a scroll up event 

11. Maximum duration in seconds for a scroll up event 

12. Mean duration in seconds for a scroll down event 

13. Median duration in seconds for a scroll down event 

14. Minimum duration in seconds for a scroll down event 

15. Maximum duration in seconds for a scroll down event 

16. Mean scrolled distance for a scroll up or down event 

17. Median scrolled distance for a scroll up or down event 

18. Minimum scrolled distance for scroll up or down event 

19. Maximum scrolled distance for scroll up or down event 

20. Mean scrolled distance for a scroll up event 

21. Median scrolled distance for a scroll up event 

22. Minimum scrolled distance for a scroll up event 

23. Maximum scrolled distance for a scroll up event 

24. Mean scrolled distance for a scroll down event 

25. Median scrolled distance for a scroll down event 

26. Minimum scrolled distance for a scroll down event 

27. Maximum scrolled distance for a scroll down event 

28. Mean speed of wheel spin events (speed=distance/time) 

29. Median speed of wheel spin events  

30. Minimum speed of wheel spin events  

31. Maximum speed of wheel spin events 

32. Mean speed of scroll up events 

33. Median speed of scroll up events 

34. Minimum speed of scroll up events 

35. Maximum speed of scroll up events 

36. Mean speed of scroll down events 

37. Median speed of scroll down events 

38. Minimum speed of scroll down events 

39. Maximum speed of scroll down events 

40. Ratio of scroll up to scroll down events (default zero) 

 

3.5. Applications Features 

The mouse biometric system can include features related to 

the applications accessed during a user session. This could 

include exploring folders, browsing windows or launching any 

applications.  Users are likely characterized by the 

applications used – for example, a user may always open 

email inbox, a Google search window, stock market windows 

etc.  The following four features are extracted: 

 

1. The number of applications accessed 

2. The name of the most used (in time spent) application  

3. The name of the second most used application  

4. The name of the third most used application  
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3.6. Mouse activity time 

The mouse activity time also can be an important security 

feature part of the extraction system. The time can be varied 

across different mouse events. The below features will be part 

of this system, and these fraction comparisons are compared 

against the total mouse activity time in a mouse session 

sample.  

 
1. Fraction of session time involving mouse activity 

2. Fraction of mouse activity time used for wheel spin event 

3. Fraction of scroll activity time used during mouse selection 

(shift key + mouse move event) 

4. Fraction of mouse activity time used for mouse move events 

5. Fraction of activity time used in scroll up event 

6. Fraction of activity time used in scroll down event 

 

In summary, there are a total of 217 mouse features for a 

session sample: 138 trajectory, 29 click, 40 wheel, 4 

application and 6 activity time features. 

4. THE MOUSE BIOMETRIC SYSTEM 

The proposed system collects data on the following mouse 

events: mouse movement, mouse click, mouse pointers and 

mouse wheel action. All the data is captured using the Online 

BioLogger whose output is converted to an XML format 

passed as input to feature extractor, output of feature extractor 

fed into classifier (authentication system). The mouse pointers 

and mouse move information are used in combination to 

separate trajectories, identifying all the mouse move points 

contained in a mouse pointer section. A combination of all 

mouse events is used to identify the type of action that the 

trajectory arises from. 

 
Fig. 4.  Flow of the Mouse movement System.  

The Online BioLogger web portal supports an UI that allow 

users to export mouse action as .csv log files. The log files are 

converted to XML, information from this XML file is 

extracted and the mouse measurements are analyzed to create 

features. These features are then saved to a CSV file.  

 

 
Fig. 5.  XML file selection and extraction window 

Fig. 6. Screenshot of CSV file where data is extracted 

 

5. AUTHENTICATION CLASSIFICATION 

The classification procedure uses a vector-difference 

authentication model which transforms a multi-class problem 

into a two-class problem.  The resulting two classes are 

within-person (“you are authenticated”) and between-person 

(“you are not authenticated”).  This dichotomy model is a 

strong inferential statistics method found to be particularly 

effective in large open biometric systems where it is not 

possible to train the system on all individuals in the population 

[17].   

The application of interest here, however, involves a closed 

population of students where it is possible to train the system 

on all of the authorized users.  Therefore, a more accurate 

“engineering” closed-system procedure was developed for 

these and similar applications.  Two performance enhancing 

modifications were made in converting the open to the closed-

system procedure.  First, the new procedure matches the 

claimed user’s sample against all the enrollment samples from 

that user for authentication rather than just one as in the open 

system.  Second, the new procedure is user-focused in that 

only the claimed user’s enrollment samples and their 

relationships to the other users’ enrollment samples are 

utilized in the classification process.   

In the simulated authentication process, a claimed user’s 

keystroke sample requiring authentication is first converted 

into a feature vector.  The differences between this feature 

vector and all the earlier-obtained enrollment feature vectors 

from this user are computed, and the resulting difference 

vectors are matched against the within-person training 
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difference vectors for authentication or between-person ones 

for non-authentication using the k-nearest-neighbor procedure.  

Thus, differences of difference vectors are being calculated.  

To obtain system performance the leave-one-out procedure 

simulates many true users trying to get authenticated and 

many imposters trying to get authenticated as other users.  For 

n users each supplying m samples, nm  positive (one for 

each sample) and  1 nnm  negative (each sample 

versus the other users) tests can be performed.   

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves characterize 

the performance of a biometric system and show the trade-off 

between the False Accept Rate (FAR) and the False Reject 

Rate (FRR).  In this study, the ROC curves were obtained 

using a weighted procedure of the k nearest neighbors [17].   

6. SYSTEM TEST 

Humans have a remarkable way of recognizing other 

people.  We look at other people and immediately recognize a 

person based on several features such as face, gender, height 

and so on. Some factors can reduce the probability that people 

accurately identify a person.  Stress, attraction and 

inattentiveness are example of such factors. 

Biometric authentication (dynamic) is a way of 

authenticating people by looking at their behavioral and 

physiological features during the use of Mouse or a touchpad.  

Continuous authentication means the detection of user change 

over time. Idea is to look at the possibility to do statically 

authentication. Different tasks will produce data that will have 

to be analyzed differently.  According to the type of task, 

different features can be extracted from the data. This is 

needed to try to achieve the best possible performance of the 

authentication system.   

Three sets of scenarios were developed to test the system: 

edit scenarios, browser scenarios, and game scenarios.  Six 

edit scenarios, six browser scenarios, and 2 game scenarios 

were created.  Scenarios are practices while biometric logger 

is active. Here are the simple steps to start logger and practice 

the scenarios. 

a) Login (if required create account) at 

http://vmonaco.com/biometrics/logger   

b) On the Select a Task list select types like Browser 

Scenario/Edit Paragraph/Game: xxxx and click on 

Launch.  This will launch logger window. 

c) Minimize the logger window.  

d) In the logger page click on the scenario of interest 

and follow the instructions. 

e) After completing the experiment open the logger 

window and click on exit to save the log. 

 

6.1. Edit or Modify Tasks 

Edit or Modify tasks are the typical activities performed by 

computer users.  This includes writing new document (typing), 

modify or rewrite content. Every user will have a typical 

behavior in his/her activity.  For e.g., some might opt to 

perform the grammar checks first and then moving to spell 

checks whereas other might opt to perform a complete proof-

read to validate the document before moving to other edit 

activities. As part of system test six edit scenarios are prepared 

and used. A typical sample edit scenario is listed below:  

Before: 

Koobface is a computer worm that spreads through social 

networking sites. Its name is an anagram for Facebook. The 

worm aims at web users with invitations to watch a video. 

Those who click the link get a message to update their 

computer's software, which begins the download of the 

Koobface malware. Victim's computers are drafted into a 

botnet and are sent official looking advertisements of fake 

antivirus software. Further, their Web searches are hijacked 

and the clicks delivered to marketers. The group made money 

from people who bought the bogus software and from 

advertisers. 

 

After: 

Koobface is a multi-platform computer worm that spreads 

primarily through social networking sites. Its name is an 

anagram for Facebook. The worm aims targets at wWeb 

users with invitations to watch a video. Those curious enough 

to who click the link get a message to update their computer's 

software, which begins the download of the Koobface 

malware. Victim's computers are drafted into a peer-to-peer 

botnet and are sent official looking advertisements of fake 

antivirus software. Further, their Web searches are hijacked 

and the clicks delivered to unscrupulous marketers. The 

“Koobface gang” group made money from people who 

bought the bogus software and from unsuspecting advertisers. 

 

Fix accept: 

Koobface is a multi-platform computer worm that spreads 

primarily through social networking sites. Its name is an 

anagram of Facebook. The worm targets Web users with 

invitations to watch a video. Those curious enough to click the 

link get a message to update their computer's software, which 

begins the download of the malware. Victims' computers are 

drafted into a peer-to-peer botnet and are sent official -looking 

advertisements of fake antivirus software. Further, their Web 

searches are hijacked and the clicks delivered to unscrupulous 

marketers. The "Koobface gang" made money from people 

who bought the bogus software and from unsuspecting 

advertisers 

 

1. Light copy editing 

   In this type, there will be very minimal changes to the 

document (Before and After).  These are generally performed 

at an editorial or review level where there’s more focus to 

check on grammar rules.  

 

2. Minor-Minor editing 

   Minor editing involves changes, which do not alter/modify 

the meaning of the document.  It may vary from merely spell 

checks to correcting typos.  Again, they also contribute to 

minimal changes in the document but it’s slightly heavier that 

a light copy edit. 

 

3. Moderate copy editing 

http://vmonaco.com/biometrics/logger
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   A moderate copy edit can lead to substantial changes in a 

document.  Typical components would involve table of 

contents entries, text to diagram relationships and structural 

(heading) reorganizations.  It will also involve 

add/modify/replace of words or small paragraphs in a 

document. 

4. Heavy copy editing 

   Comparing heavy to medium copy editing the primary 

difference would be the rewriting or changes in the document.  

Heavy copy editing would involve changes to the base 

meaning of the document like active-passive voice conversion, 

introducing a formal writing approach etc., This will bring in 

major changes in the document and can sometimes lead to 

rewrite even though it’s pretty rare.  

 

5. Major changes and document rewrite 

In this scenario, there can be major changes in the document 

primarily leading to alter the meaning of the same.  Majority 

of such scenarios will involve complete document rewrite or 

starting from scratch approach.  This method is a rarely used 

edit scenario unless the prepared document is almost unfit to 

publish.  

 
6.1. Browser Tasks 

Browsing is the task, which are exercised by every 

computer user.  Each user will be differentiated by way of 

browsing (internet content) behavior. The behaviors include 

mouse actions mouse clicks, mouse pause (reading content), 

scroll, right click etc., As part of system test six browsing 

scenarios are prepared and used. A typical sample browser 

scenario is listed below:  
This sample scenario captures the user behavior while 

performing browsing activities like open; waiting to load, 

browse yahoo.com and search for different search terms. 

a) Go to Yahoo: http://www.yahoo.com/  

b) Click on Sports (left menu) MLB (top menu)  

Teams (top sub-menu)  Boston Red Sox  Team 

Report for the Boston Red Sox 

c) Go back two pages 

d) Click on New York Yankees  Depth Chart for the 

New York Yankees 

e)  Click on Roster for the New York Yankees (next to 

“Depth Chart”) 

f)  Click on Sabathia, CC (scroll if necessary) and in 

the search field above, type “New York Yankees 

Captain” and click Sport Search 

g) Exit tab or browser 

 

6.2. Gaming Scenarios 

Games are strong contender for behavioral biometric and all 

aged entertainment channels. Every user have their own style 

of play and thought mechanism which translates directly to a 

set of mouse movement features. These can be further 

extracted to be a part of the biometric authentication system. 

Two of the game scenarios are selected for system test, these 

are selected based on often use of mouse actions (click, double 

click, drag-drop, scroll etc.,).  There are no special game play 

instructions except the launch of biometric logger which detail 

before. 

7. RESULTS 

This research identified 217 mouse features that can be used 

to identify unique user traits. These features were separated 

into five distinct categories, which are: Mouse trajectories, 

Mouse clicks, Mouse wheel spin/scroll, and application 

feature and mouse activity time. All features were manually 

tested with small data files, confirming that the proposed 

calculations were adequate.  

A Java application was developed to extract data from the 

XML files generated by the online biologger, and calculate the 

mouse features, outputting a CSV file that can be used to 

analyze the user behavior when using a mouse. Different unit 

tests were performed on the program to verify the 

functionality of the program, confirming that the assumptions 

were valid and the features were suitable for a strong 

biometric system. 

Despite the fact that the tests confirmed that these features 

are valid, further investigation, with a larger data set, is 

required to improve the quality of the system. As detailed in 

System Test [above] three sets of scenarios were developed to 

test the system: edit scenarios, browser scenarios, and game 

scenarios.  Six edit scenarios, six browser scenarios, and two 

game scenarios were created.  For the edit and browser 

scenarios, the participants were requested to complete the first 

two scenarios for practice and then complete the six scenarios 

of each type.  For the game scenarios, the participants were 

requested to play each game eight times for a maximum of 5 

minutes per game; the first two were considered practice and 

eliminated.  
Table 2. Subject Demographics. R=right and L=left handed., E – 

Edit, B – Browse, G - Game 

S
ce

n
a

ri
o

 Under 25 25-50 Over 50 

Male Female Male Female Male Female 

R L R L R L R L R L R L 

E - - 1 - 5 - 1 - - - - - 

B - - 1 - 5 - 1 - - - - - 

G - - 1 - 5 - 1 - - - - - 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

This research has been primarily focused on identifying 

features that can be attributed to mouse related movements 

and activities. With every user displaying a unique behavior, 

emphasis has been to develop a feature extractor including all 

these features. A security authentication model can be 

developed using this extractor, which can be strong and used 

to be part of a secure biometric system.  The primary 

advantage of this model is that it does not require any 

additional hardware.  

Our approach has distinct advantages over earlier work 

conducted in this area. Earlier work has been much focused on 

mouse activities on a particular sample or an application and 
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many of the features have been developed around that. Also, 

the numbers of features captured are far less in earlier 

implementations. In this particular implementation, mouse 

activities are captured for a particular user using a key logger 

system and all the activities are logged. There is no user 

restriction on any application or mouse event. Our feature 

extractor accepts multiple mouse user samples to generate a 

collated output of a CSV with unique values for the features.  

With security becoming increasingly important today, more 

and more work is evolving to develop a strong user 

authentication system. Our mouse extraction system has a 

clear advantage with close to 217 features being captured and 

extracted. It will prove to be a comprehensive input to any 

mouse authentication system and qualify to become a strong 

model. 
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